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Background on SmartPower

 SmartPower is a non-profit marketing organization dedicated to promoting 
clean, renewable energy and energy efficiency.

 We are the “Got Milk” organization for clean energy and energy efficiency.

 We use consumer market research in order to create campaigns and 
messages for clean energy and energy efficiency.  

 Ultimately we seek to create large scale and small scale clean energy 

installations and a generation of energy savers!



The SmartPower Approach

84%
• Percentage of the 

American people who say 

they will purchase clean 

energy or be energy 

efficient



The SmartPower Approach

<3%
• The amount of American 

people who actually do!



The SmartPower Approach

80% <3%

• So Why Are the American People Lying?



The Four Barriers

Our 7 years of consumer research has shown us that 
there are Four Barriers the consumer faces when they 
think of clean energy:

1. Reliability:  “I don‟t think it actually works!”

2. Availability: “I don‟t know where to buy it.”

3. Cost: “Buying into the „lifestyle‟ is too expensive!”

4. Inertia: “It‟s easier to do nothing.”



And When it Comes to Energy Efficiency:

So Many Ways….Too Many Ways!

Literally 
thousands of ways to be 

energy efficient 



Target Teens/Young Adults:  The Energy Wasteland

 Heavy users of energy

 Life time value of the customer 

(We’re changing a generation 

of consumer behavior)

 Influence older and younger 

members of family

 Other demographics are 

already being effectively 

marketed



The Food Chain To Sustainability

We need to 
get teens 
to take one 
simple 
action 
today!

If we can get 
them to turn 
off a light 
today…it‟s 
easier to get 
them to 
change a light 
bulb 
tomorrow!

It‟s then easier 
to get them to 
turn off the 
computers…

It‟s easier to get 
them to turn off 
the TV…

It‟s easier to 
get them to 
buy clean 
energy



Facts About Phantom Load

 Typical Home has 20 Phantom 

Load Draws

 Phantom Load Increases 

Average Home Electricity Bill 

by $200

 Phantom Load is the 

equivalent of 17 Medium Sized 

Coal-Fired Power Plants

 75% of Electricity used in 

Home Electronics is Consumed 

when Products are Off



Annual Household Phantom Load
Phantom Load Devices Homes

Televisions 100%

DVD Player 84%

Cell Phone Charger 76%

MP3 Player 25%

Game Console 50%

Computer 77%

Printer 42%

Cable Box 75%

Modem 49%

Over $200 Wasted per year = 6 to 12 Months of RECs 

depending upon where you live!



The College Dorm Room

50% of energy use in college 

dorms results from lifestyle 

choice.  College Students are 

the plugged-in generation with 

their use of:

 Laptops

 Refrigerators

 Printers

 Flat Screen Televisions

 Ipods, cell phones, Play 

stations, etc.



Summary of Key Findings
What do your customers want?

 They want clear personal benefits communicated to 

them – not “industry speak”;

 a message of responsibility and empowerment, but with 

no preaching!

 They want to be in control of their own energy destiny –

but they don‟t want to be alone!

 They want to have efficiency situated in an engaging 

social/community context

 They want to “keep up with the Joneses”



Western Mass Saves Approach:

Sophisticated Online Software + Community Marketing

 Advanced energy mapping software that creates granular, personalized 

default values for over 60 home energy use variables

 Leverages hundreds of energy end-use databases with tens of millions 

of individual data points

 Over 400 unique actions and purchases that reduce electricity, natural 

gas, fuel oil, carbon, paper, water, and dollars spent

 Individualized calculations for all 400 actions with the option to sort and 

rank actions by over a dozen criteria

Personal Energy Advisor℠



Introducing…

WesternMassSaves.com!

 A State-of-the-art on-line platform customized for the local utility – and 

focused on key demographics;

 A comprehensive campaign that utilizes on-the-ground community-

based marketing, and on-line viral marketing to reach customers 

throughout the service area;

 The Weight Watchers.com – Facebook – Amazon.com all wrapped up in 

one for the utility industry

 www.westernmasssaves.com
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Saving Energy is Fun on climateculture.com



Competitive and Collaborative Incentives



Breaking Through To Utility Customers:
A Comprehensive Platform for WMECO 

to Engage It’s Residential Customers

Sophisticated energy reduction software 

combined with a community-based marketing 

approach supercharges your residential customer 

engagement

 Measure the impact of marketing and efficiency programs

 Develop a positive, long lasting relationship with customers by helping                                                      

them develop positive, long lasting relationships with each other. 
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